### Gala Performances of the Peace Child Israel
**22nd Season**
*May-June 2010*

| BI-LINGUAL ADAPTATION OF **THE LITTLE PRINCE**
| **By Antoine de Saint-Exupéry**
| **25/05/10 – 12:00 Noon**
| Yad LeMeginim” Regional Theatre
| **YAGUR**
| Performed by **Yagur/Nazareth** Du-Drama Leadership Troupe
| **Directors:** Nurit Parente & Raida Hasan

| BI-LINGUAL ADAPTATION OF **“Pocahontas, John & Us”**
| **26/05/10 – 12:00 Noon & 19:00 at the Kfar Saba Cultural Center**
| Performed by **Tira/Kfar Saba** Du-Drama Leadership Troupe
| **Directors:** Shadi Facher-Aldeen & Melissa Lewine-Boskovich

| NEW ORIGINAL PLAY
| **THE LABORATORY**
| **31/05/10 – 12:00 Noon & 19:00 at the Alon Theatre, Givat Haviva**
| Performed by **Petach Tikvah/ Baka al-Garbiya** Du-Drama Leadership Troupe
| **Directors:** Efrat Barzilai & Hawazin Younis

| BI-LINGUAL ADAPTATION OF **BESIEGED CITY**
| **By Makhmud Soboh**
| **06/10/10 – 12:00 Noon**
| Sakhnin Cultural Center
| Performed by **Misgav/Sakhnin** Du-Drama Leadership Troupe
| **Directors:** Makhmud Soboh & Sivan Admoni

---

**Habima Hosts PCI**

| 15:00-17:00
| **Master Classes by Habima’s Finest**
| Provided for the Arab and Jewish Actors in the PCI “Du-Drama” program
| “The Maestri”
| Yusef Suwaid, Ishai Golan
| Yvgenia Dodina, Moni Moshonov

| **“THE BEST OF”**
| **17:30**
| Scenes from:
| “**Don Quixote**”
| “**The Laboratory**”
| “**Besieged City**”
| “**The Little Prince**”
| “**Pocahontas, John & Us**”

| **Opening Remarks by:**
| **Ilan Ronen,** Artistic Director of Habima National Theatre
| **MK Tzipi Livni**
| **Adar Cohen,** Director Kremnitzer-Shenhar Report, Ministry of Education
| **19:00**
| **Chat With The Director**
| **Ilan Ronen** greets the actors before they see “**Railway to Damascus**”

| **20:30**
| **“Railway to Damascus”**, Directed by Ilan Ronen

---

For more information: (03) 730-0481 or (052) 353-7014 or pci@netvision.net.il